ALTERNATIVE ACEDEMIC CALENDER 2021-2022
Class: 7

Subject: Mathematics

Sl.N
o

Month/
Week

01

Septem
ber 1st
week

Important
learning
objectives.
Unit:4
Simple equation:
Variable, constant,
algebraic term and
introduction of
algebraic
expressions.

Convert the
statements into
algebraic
expressions and
algebraic
expressions into
statements.
Meaning of
equation and
writing statements
into equation
formand equation
into statement
form.
Examining the
solutions of
equations.
Solving the
equations by
elimination
method/deletion
method.

Month: September 2021

Learning activities.

Evaluation.

By recalling already learnt Work sheet 1
concepts of previous
class,let us help to give
examples of variable,
constant, algebraic term
and algebraic expressions
and guide them to solve
work sheets.
https://youtu.be/R8mFMQl
lV3c
Work sheet 2
Work sheet 2 and 3
Let us guide, to write
In text book
statements into equations question no.4.1.
and equations into
solve question
statements.
number 4,5
By giving the concept of
equation, let us guide
toconvert equation into
statement form and
statement form into
equation and analyse
them.

In work book solve,
III and IV questions
of page no.26, 27.

Work sheet 3
In text book solve, I
and II main
questions of
https://youtu.be/li6iCARcO exercise no.4.1
8c
Work sheet 4 and
Let us guide them to find
5.
the solutions of equations
by substituting the values In work book solve,
in the given equation.
word puzzle of II
and IV main. Page
Solve, exercise no 4.1 of
no.25 and 28.
page no. 101.
Let us guide, to solve the
given equations by

Complete exercise
no. 4.2, question

elimination method
according to rule.
Solving
theequations by
using shifting
method.

https://youtu.be/YxnifMXc
dWg

no.4 of text book.
Work sheet 6
Problems of
exercise no.4.3 in
text book.

Let us help, to solve the
exemplar problem by
using shifting method.
https://youtu.be/q2vhHhzO
_J8

Application of
simple equation in
practical
situations.

Convert practical
situations problems into
equations. Guide them to
solve equations and find
out the solutions of
equations.
https://youtu.be/DCODsM
AIR4o

Septem
ber 2nd
week

Unit:5
Lines and
angles.
Identifies
lines,line
segments, and
angles in the
given shapes.

Understands,
complementary
angles,
supplementary
angles, adjacent

*Let us direct, to identify
the lines, line segments,
and angles in the given
shapes.
https://youtu.be/nbDWmY
V2tlv
*Let us guide to identify,
whether the angles are
acute or obtuse or right
angles in the given
figures.
*Let us make to
understand by giving work
sheets, if sum of angles is
90°, then those pair of
angles is called
complementary angles.

Work sheet 7
In work book page
no.29 and 30. VIII
main question
problems. In text
book exercise 4.4,
main question no.1.

Work sheet8

Work sheet 9

Work sheet10

angles, linear pair
and vertically
opposite angles.

*Let us make them to
understand by solving the
work sheets, if sum of
angles is 180°, then those
pair of angles is called
supplementary angles.
*Let us guide them to
understand the common
properties of adjacent
angles andidentify
adjacent angles in the
given figures.
*Linear pair is a pair of
adjacent angles whose
non-common arms are
opposite rays. By using
this concept let us help, to
solve work sheets.
*Let us help, to identify
vertically opposite angles
in the given figure.

Work sheet11

Work sheet12
In text book, solve
1, 2, 3, 10, 12
problems of
exercise no. 5.1

In text book, solve
problems of 9, 10 and 12
questions of exercise
no.5.1.
https://youtu.be/YVvoa6a
GZ8
Septem
ber 3rd
week

Unit:5
Lines and
angles.

Let us help, to identify and Work sheet12
name the corresponding
angles, alternate interior
Work sheet 13
Identifies angles in angles, interior angles at
one
side
of
intersecting
pair of lines
line and vertically opposite
formed by
intersecting lines. angles in the given figures
of work sheets.
Unit:6
Triangles and
their properties.
Let us recall the previously
learnt basic points of
Concept of
triangle, definition of
Work sheet14
triangle, points,
triangle, concepts of

opposite sides,
angles and
vertices of
triangles.
Understands the
types of triangles.
Concepts of
median and
altitude of triangle.
Properties of
triangles.
1) Exterior angle
and their
properties of
triangle.

triangles, opposite side of
vertices in a triangle,
opposite angles of sides,
and identifying vertices of
opposite sides of a given
triangle using work sheets.
Let us help to recall the
types of triangle based on
sides and angles using
work sheets.

Work sheet15

https://youtu.be/LcyDEAq
WgPs
Work sheet16
Let us help children to
develop the concept of
median and altitude of
triangle using model figure
and learn the concepts by
using work sheets.
https://youtu.be/m2QyBDLL1M
Let us develop the
concept of exterior angle
and help them to identify it
in the figure.
“An exterior angle of a
triangle is equal to the
sum of its two opposite
non-adjacent interior
angles of a triangle”
Let us make them to
understand the above
statement step by step
and solve the problems in
work sheets.

Septem
ber 4th
week

Properties of a
triangle.

Let us guide students to
do the activities given in
the worksheets.
“The sum of three

Work sheet 17

interior angles of a
triangle is equal to 1800.”
2) Angle sum
property of a
triangle.

Work sheet18

Let us analyse and learn
the above statement step
by step using figure.
Examine the above
statement using
worksheets and finds out
measurement of angles of
a triangle.
https://youtu.be/mwiF1FjUqc
By using worksheets let us
examine the properties on
sides.
Statement:
“The sum of any two
Work sheet 19
3) Properties of a sides of a triangle is
triangle on sides. greater than the length
of a third side”
Let us understand the
above statement.
Let us introduce special
side of a right-angled
triangle(hypotenuse side)
By using pictures, let us
make children to
Right angle and
understand the statement
Pythagorean
of Pythagorean property
Work sheet20
property.
and verify the
Pythagorean property by
writing the measurements
of sides of a right-angled
triangle.
Let us solve the problems
based on Pythagorean
property using
worksheets.
https://youtu.be/Dywx39fV
-xQ

Work sheet - 1

Class: 7

Month: September

Simple equations
Variable:-A symbol used for a value, which we do not know yet are called variables.
Example:a, b, c……… …….. z
Constant:-A symbol which have definite value is called constant.


Example:5, -7, 2 ,√5 , 5.67 ,  etc.,


Algebraic term:-Any constant, any variable or their product or their quotient are called
algebraic term.
Example:-9, х, 3х,4ху,

х
у

,

ху

etc.,

Algebraic expressions:-One or more algebraic expressions, + or − , and × or ÷ or
combination of these signs are called algebraic expressions.
Example:7-у, 3х2-4у, 6ху, 6+х2-3х etc.
Identify and write variable and constant of the following algebraic expressions
given in the table:
Expressions

Variable

Constant

х +6у

х, у

1,6

2m-3n

m, n

2, -3

1

2
3a-5b
8pq+7z
a +2b
-3у+8
×

+4

3у - z
2х+19
8у + p

Class: 7

Work sheet - 2

Month:September

Simple equations
Write algebraic expression for the following statements:
у is added to 7___________
5 is subtracted from the sum of x and 9________
5 is added to three times of p________
8 is subtracted from 3m_________
5y is added to 2x___________

•
•
•
•
•

Write the following algebraic expressions in the form of statements.
 2х+у

 5p+4

 4m-n

 8a-2b

Meaning of equation
An equation can be defined as a mathematical statement consisting of an equal symbol
between two algebraic expressions that have the same value.
Example:p + 4 = 15
LHS
RHS
Write the following equations in the form of statements.
Example:Subtract 5 from six times of a number to get 7.
Take a number as x, then we can write the statement as follows.
6х– 5 = 7
1) Subtract 6 from a number to get 14
X – 6 = 14

3) The sum of three time of m and 11
is 32.

2) Add 10 to three times of a number
to get 25

4) one by fourth of y is greater than 7

Work sheet - 3

Class: 7

Month: September

Simple equations
Meaning of simple equation (Continued..)
2. Convert the following equations into statements.
х – 5=9
5p=20
3n+7=1
3. Identify LHS and RHS of the following equations.
Equations

LHS

RHS

1) p+4=15
2) 2m=7
3)




=6

4) 4p – 2=18
5)



+2=8

Solve and verify the equations:
Example:-n+5=19 (n=1) Check whether the value of ’n’ is suitable or not for an
equation.
n + 5 = 19 (n=1)
1 + 5 = 19
6 = 19
LHS≠ RHS
6 ≠ 19
∴n=1 is not a suitable value for the equation.
Check whether the values given in the bracket are suitable or not for the
equations given below.
1) 7n + 5 = 19 (n=2)

2)4p– 3 = 13 (p = 1)

3) 4a– 3 = 13 (a=0)

Work sheet - 4
Class: 7

Month:September
Simple equation

Solving simple equations:
Eliminationmethod/ rule.
Method-1/Rule-1:If equals are added to equals, the sums are equal.
Example:х-7 = 9 solve this
х – 7+ 7 = 9 + 7 (Add 7 on both the sides)
х = 16
Solve as given in the exemplar problem.
1) х – 12 = 9

2) a – 16 =12

3) p – 7 = 0

4) q– 1 = 14

Method-2/Rule-2:If equals are subtracted from equals, the remainders are equal.
Exemplar problem:p + 3 = 10
p + 3– 3 = 10 – 3 (Subtract 3 on both the sides)
p=7
1) a+6 = 2

2) 15+у=18

3) 3+t = 20

4) q +8 = 14

Work sheet - 5

Class: 7

Month:September

Simple equations
Solving simple equations
Elimination method/rule (continued…)
Method-3/Rule-3:If equals are multiplied with equals, the products are equal.


Exemplar problem:Solve = 3.





× 5 = 3 × 5 (multiply 5 on both the sides)
m = 15

Solve as given in the exemplar problem.
1)



=6

2)




=7

3)




= 12

4)

х


= 18

Method-4/Rule-4:If equals are divided by equals, the quotient is equal.
Exemplar problem: Solve 8p = 32



=




4 (divide by 8 on both the sides)

p=4
1) 5p=20

2) 4х=32

3) 7х=35

4) 9m=72

Work sheet - 6
Class: 7

Month: September
Simple equations
Shifting method:

Exemplar problem:Solve:3p – 10=5
3p – 10=5
(Shift -10 from LHS TO RHS, then -10 will become +10)
3p=5 + 10
3p = 15



=




5

p=5
Solve as given in the exemplar problem:
 − !" = $!

%& − $% = %'

() + !* = −$

(+ + $' = !*

Work sheet - 7
Class: 7

Month: September
Simple equations
Application of simple equations in practical situations.

Exemplar problem:
If sum of three times of a number and 11 is 32, then find that number.
Solution:Let the number be ‘Z’
Three times of that number is “3Z”
Sum of 3Z and 11 is 32, means 3z + 11 =32
3z + 11 = 32
3z = 32 – 11 (Shifting method)
3z = 21
,


=



7 (Elimination method)

∴z=7
Solve the following problems:
1) Add 4 to 8 times of a number to get 60. Find that number?

2) Subtract 4 from one fifth of a number to get 3. Find that number?

3) Subtract 11 from twice of a number to get 15. Find that number?

Work sheet - 8
Class: 7

Month: September

Lines and angles
• Line segment–The minimum distance between two points.
• Line–A line has no end points and extended line segment infinitely on both the
directions.
• Ray –A ray is a part of a line that has one end point and goes on infinitely only in
one direction.
1) Name the following:

2)Match the following concepts of geometry given in ‘A’ column with the
symbols given in ‘B’ column:
A

B

Ray

.A

Point
Line segment
Straight line

/////⃗
-.
⃖////⃗
12
66666
45

Answer

3)Identify different types of line segments and angles of the following figures.
Figures

Line
segments
6666
78
6666
86666
-7

Angles
∠78-∠8-7∠

Figures

Line
segments

Angles

Class: 7

Work sheet - 9

Month: September

Lines and angles
Types of angles
• Acute angle–An angle less than 900
• Right angle–An angle is equal to 900
• Obtuse angle– An angle greater than 900and less than 1800
• Straight angle–An angle is equal to 1800
Identify the types of angles of the following pictures:

Class: 7

Work sheet - 10

Month: September

Lines and angles
Complementary angle:-If
If sum of two angles is equal to 90
90°,, then those angles are
called complementary angles.
Check whether the following
llowing pairs of angles are complementary angles or not?
Example:300 + 600 = 900
Yes, these angles are complementary angles.

1)

Answer:

2)

3)

Answer:

Answer:

Supplementary angles:If sum of two angles is equal to 180
180°, then those angles are called supplementary
angles.
Check whether the following pairs of angles are supplementary or not?
Example:1100 + 600 = 1700
No, these two angles are not
Supplementary angles.
angles

1)

Answer:

2)

Answer:

3)

Answer:

Check whether the following pairs of angles are complementary or
supplementary angles?
Angles

Complementary/
Supplementary angles

Angles

630, 1170

150 , 750

630 , 270

1050 ,750

200 , 700

1200, 600

650 , 1150

570 , 330

Complementary/
supplementary angles

Work sheet - 11

Class: 7

Month: September

Lines and angles
Adjacent angles:-A pair of angles having one common vertex
and one common side are called adjacent angles.
Identify whether 1& 2 marked numbers are adjacent angles?
Identify them as yes or no.
Example:-Yes, these angles are adjacent angles.

Pair of angles

Adjacent angles
Yes/No

Pair of angles

Adjacent angles
Yes/No

Linear pair:-A pair of angles which are adjacent and supplementary angles are called
linear pair.
Whether the following angles are linear pair?
Figures

Examination
Adjacent angles.
40°+140°=180°
(supplementary
angles) Linear pair.

Pair of angles

Examination

Class: 7

Work sheet - 12

Month:
Month September

Lines and angles
Vertically opposite angles:-When
When two lines intersect each other, the opposite angles
formed. The pair of opposite angles which are formed are called vertically opposite
angles.
Identify the vertically opposite angles of the following picture.

Characteristics of vertically opposite angles
angles:When two lines intersect, the vertically opposite angles which are formed are equal.
Find the value of & and : of the following figures.

&=

&=

&=

,: =

l and m are the two parallel lines given below. If p is the intersecting line which
intersects these two parallel lines, name the angles which formed by intersecting line.

Types of angles

Angles

Interior angles

∠3 , ∠4, _____, _____

Exterior angles

∠1, ∠2 , _____ , _____

Corresponding angles

∠1 &∠
∠5,___ & ____,____ &___,
&___ ___ &___

Alternate interior angles

∠3 and∠
∠6, ___ and____

Alternate exterior angles
Alternate interior angles which are
at one
e side of intersecting line

∠1 and∠
∠8,___ and ____
∠3 and∠
∠5,___ and ____

Work sheet - 13
Class: 7

Month: September
Lines and angles

In the following figures, two parallel lines are intersected by an intersecting line.
Find the value of X of each of the following.
1)

X=
2)

X=

3)

X=

Note: Children, try to solve the problems given in text book of page no.134

Work sheet - 14

Class: 7

Month:September
Month

Triangle and their properties.
“A
A triangle is a simple three-sided polygon that covers in a space”
ABC is a triangle
66666, ><
6666
66666, =>
Sides: <=
Angles: ∠=<> , ∠<>
<>B, ∠<B>
Vertex: A, B, C

Identify vertices, sides and angles and fill up the following table:
Triangle

Vertices

Sides

Angles

Opposite sides and angles
ABC is a triangle, in that
∠C
C is the opposite angle of side AB
∠B
B is the opposite angle of side AC
∠< is the opposite angle of side BC

Your answer for the figure:
Figure

Question
@AABCD+E CDFE BG HEI+E& J BG +IDK LME ∆QJR

Answer :

@AABCD+E K LME+B CDFE NO BG +IDK LME∆NSO

Answer :

@AABCD+E K LME +B CDFE BG +IDK LME ∆TUV

Answer :

Class: 7

Work sheet - 15

Month:September

Triangle and their properties
Types of triangle (Based on their sides)
• Equilateral triangle: In a triangle, measurements of all sides are equal.
• Isosceles triangle: In a triangle, measurements of only two sides are equal.
• Scalene triangle: In a triangle, measurements of all sides are different.
Types of triangles (Based on their angles)
• Equal angled triangle:In a triangle, measurements of all angles are equal ( each
angle is equal to 60°)
• Acute angled triangle:In a triangle, all three angles are acute (all angles are
acute)
• Obtuse angled triangle :In a triangle, only one angle is obtuse.(one angle is
more than 90°)
• Right angled triangle: In a triangle, one angle is equal to right angle(One angle
is equal to 90°)
Name the types of the triangle of the following:

Note: Measurements of sides are equal, which are marked same.

Work sheet - 16

Class: 7

Month:September

Triangle and their properties.
Median of a triangle
“Median is the line segment from a vertex to the midpoint of the opposite side”.
Altitude of a triangle
“The altitude of a triangle is the perpendicular line segment drawn from the
vertex of the triangle to the side opposite to it”.

BM is median and BH is altitude
Draw figure as directed:
1) X ∆TUV,XC is median.

2) X ∆QJR,LQis altitude.

3) X ∆<=>,APis the altitude outside the triangle.

Note: Practice exercise no.6.1, page no.143 in text book.

Work sheet - 17
Class:7

Month: September
Triangle and their properties: Properties of triangle
Exterior angle of a triangle and their properties

Statement:“Exterior angle of a triangle is equal to sum of the measurements of
opposite interior angles”
(when any side of a triangle is extended
an exterior angle is formed outside the triangle)

Note:To learn above statement logically, observe page no.144.
Find out exterior angle of the following figures as in the exemplar problem:

Example:
Interior
angle=300+600=900
Exterior angle=900
Find out the value of ‘a’ of the following figures.

500
a°1200
Example:
Sum of interior angles =
Exterior angles
500+х=1200
Х= 1200 - 500
Х= 700
Solve problems of exercise 6.2 page no. 145 and 146 in text book.

Class: 7

Work sheet - 18

Month: September

Triangle and their properties
Properties of a triangle: Interior angle sum property of a triangle.
Statement 2:The sum of interior angles of a triangle is equal to 1800.
Activity:Draw a triangle on a paper and cut it. Name each angle of a triangle as 1, 2, 3
and cut each angle as shown in the figure. Draw a straight line on another paper
(180°). Arrange all the piece of papers on a straight line as shown in the figure. It
shows sum of interior angles is equal to 180°

Note:To learn the above statement logically, observe page no.148 in text book.
Check whether the following angle measurements form a triangle or not.
Measurements of
angle
600,500,400

Yes / N0

Measurements of
angle

600+500+400=1500
No

300,500,1000

300,100,1400

800,520,480

650,450,600

650,900,100

Yes / No

Find out the remaining measurement of angle of the following figures.
Example:450
750

450 + 750+ x = 1800
1200 + x = 1800
x = 1800 - 1200
∴ x = 600

Work sheet - 19

Class: 7

Month:: September

Triangle and their properties
properties: Properties of triangle
Properties on sides of a triangle
Statement 3: “The
The sum of any two sides of a triangle is greater than the
t length of
third side”
Add length of sides and check as in the exemplar problem
Name of the triangle

Length of a
side

Is it correct ?

Yes / No

WV=6cm

WV+VU>UW

Yes

VU=4cm

VU+UW>WV

No

UW=7cm

UW+WV>VU

No

Note:Practice problems of page no. 39 in work book with the guidance of the
teacher.

Work sheet - 20
Class:7

Month: September
Triangle and their properties: Properties of triangle

Right angled triangle and Pythagorean property
“Right angle triangle has some special names. The side opposite to the right
angle is called hypotenuse and remaining two sides are called right angle
included sides”
Pythagorean property
“In any right angle triangle, the square of the length of the hypotenuseis equal to the
sum of the squares of the lengths of the other two sides”

In right angle triangle,
Square of the hypotenuse = Sum of the squares of the right angle included sides

Find out the length of the remaining side using Pythagorean property of the
following.
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